
They ran and helped. Results of the Poland Business Run 2022 in Krakow 

The 11th edition of the charity Poland Business Run took place on Sunday, 4 
September, with 32,000 runners from over 1,500 companies signing up. Nine thousand 
runners took off in Kraków, while the rest took part in the virtual competition. In 
addition to the funds from the starting fees, an additional PLN 152,000 collected in the 
"Help More" campaign will go to those in need. Around 100 beneficiaries from all over 
Poland will receive prostheses, wheelchairs and rehabilitation.  

The Poland Business Run is a 5x4 km relay race. In the virtual formula, representatives of 
companies and corporations ran their kilometers on a self-selected route, and recorded and 
transmitted their results using a smartphone application. In the capital of the Lesser Poland 
region, competitors ran around Krakow's Blonia Park and through Jordan Park in two rounds 
- morning and afternoon.  

– Before the pandemic, we used to run in the Main Square, but the runners turned out in 
such numbers that we simply wouldn't have been able to fit in there anymore. I am delighted 
that we can see each other again in person and run the kilometers together for a good 
cause. Thank you very much to the runners, sponsors and partners, without whom this would 
not have been possible – said Agnieszka Pleti, President of the Poland Business Run 
Foundation, at the opening of the competition at Błonia. 

Through their participation in the competition, the companies will help a total of 100 people 
from all over Poland who are facing a motor disability or have undergone a mastectomy. 
Funding will be provided for prosthetic limbs, active and sports wheelchairs, rehabilitation 
stays and psychological consultations. 

– I am very surprised that so many people came to Blonia Park today to run for me and other 
beneficiaries. I'm keeping my fingers crossed for everyone and thanking the companies who 
fielded their teams for such a charitable cause – said one of the beneficiaries with a leg 
amputation during the event 

Although a worthy cause was at the forefront of everyone's minds, there was plenty of fierce 
sporting competition. The top five were the relay teams:  

1. G&G SPORT Grzegorz Sudoł composed of: Marcin Biskup, Patryk Marmon, Henryk 
Warzecha, Grzegorz Kostycz and Dawid Borkowski with a total time 00:59:42. 

2. #AdamCzerwińskiTeam composed of: Adam Czerwiński, Piotr Dronszczyk, Tomasz 
Ogorzały, Mikołaj Ciurla and Dominik Piwowarczyk with a total time 01:02:56. 

3. Grupa Kęty Team 1 from Grupa Kęty composed of: Paweł Jarzębowicz, Sebastian 
Sołtys, Sławomir Moskwa, Paweł Wójcik, Wiesław Wójcik with a total time 01:09:58. 

4. NOVOMATIC PRIME from NOVOMATIC Technologies Poland composed of: Jakub 
Osiadacz, Marcin Wielosik, Bartłomiej Hopek, Piotr Hajduk, Krzysztof Kopacki with a 
total time 01:10:10 

5. #ACT Running Instrybutors composed of: Michu Targosz, Patryk Mączyński, Jacek 
Cudek, Krzysztof Cygan, Mariusz Grabowski with a total time 01:12:35. 

The next places are: 6. GO APTIV ONE from APTIV Services Poland, 7. Sabre Run Force 
One from Sabre Polska, 8. State Street 1 from State Street, 9. BorgWarner Running Team 
from  Borg Warner, 10. IS. from Integrated Solutions. 

The first women's relay team was Aniołki Czerwińskiego composed of Anna Luty-Legutko, 
Agnieszka Bydoń, Dorota Dudziak, Agnieszka Kukułka-Cudek, Edyta Grochot with a total 
time 01:22:20. The fastest runner of the Poland Business Run 2022 in Krakow was Adam 
Czerwiński, who covered 4 km in 11 minutes and 18 seconds. 



The results of the virtual competition, in which runners self-recorded their time using an app, 
are being verified and will be officially announced on 6 September. 

The relay teams competed not only for the title of the fastest team. As part of the “Help More” 
campaign, which is an integral part of the Run, the teams collected funds to support the 
beneficiaries of the Poland Business Run Foundation. After the exciting finale, which took 
place on 4 September at 12:00 noon, the action managed to collect almost PLN 150,000, 
which will be entirely transferred to help purchase prosthetic limbs and rehabilitation for 
people in need. 

The top teams of the charity classification, to which the Yellow Leader T-Shirts go, are: 

1. Leach & RUN from Leach & Lang Property Consultants 
2. KIRlider from Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa 
3. Pega Runners 1 from Pegasystems 
4. InPost Kreujemy Przyszłość from InPost 
5. Leach&dRUNk from Leach & Lang Property Consultants 

You can watch coverage of Sunday's event on the official Poland Business Run Facebook 
page. 

The full list of results can be found at: https://live.sts-
timing.pl/businessrun2022/index.php?d=1 

For more information visit: www.polandbusinessrun.pl. 


